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Context: Increasingly complex regulation systems emerge with speciﬁc control access requirements from various parties.
Objective: A secure way for various users apply control policies in a predetermined order.
Current solutions: Super-encryption, Identity[1] / Fuzzy-Identity[2] / Attribute Based Encryption [3]
Super Encryption

Multi-Locking

Deck1 ∘ Deck2 ∘ … ∘ Enck2 ∘ Enck1 (m) = m

Super Encryption with Commutativity:
Deci ∘ Encj = Encj ∘ Deci
Locks acts like a set

Locks acts like a pile (FIFO)

The question: Which access policies can be enforced with Multi-Locking but not with (non commutative) Super Encryption ?
Sequential Circuits

Lock-Key Graphs

Determines the order of application of access policies.
Binary operators AND, OR and THEN(→) linking users.

Represent the users and the control policies
The start of an edge is an encryption and the end is a
decryption with the corresponding key

Alice → ( Bob → Charlie ) OR Daniel → Eve
Alice → Bob OR Charlie → Daniel → Eve
Charlie

Alice → ( Bob AND Charlie ) → Daniel

Our Results
Proof 1

A Lock-Key graph enforces a Sequential
circuit if all valid sequences of users are
paths in the graph.

For all Sequential Circuits, there exist at
least a Lock-Key graph that enforces it
(a fast algorithm ﬁnds it).

Proof 3

Proof 4

Methodology
Determine a Sequential Circuit following speciﬁcations
Find a Lock-key graph enforcing it
Add edges for extra access control required by speciﬁcations
Chose a Multi-Locking Family (with interesting crypto schemes)
Chose a scheme for each edge and distribute keys
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Proof 2

The security of the message is at least the
one of the scheme used for the encryption
between the ﬁrst and the last user.

Super Encryption schemes are all planar

Bob

Alice

Eve

Multi-Locking Families

Sets of schemes with commutativity between encryptions
and decryptions
Xor / One time pad
Modular Multiplication

RSA : not secure since the
factorisation is shared across schemes
for commutativity[4]
No secret shared between schemes
Include pairing-based crypto such as
Identity / Fuzzy Identity / Attribute
Based Encryption
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